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Abstract 
This paper presents an efficient algorithm for solving the Lagrangean dual of nonlinear knapsack problems with 
additional nested constraints. The dual solution provides a feasible primal solution (if it exists) and associated lower and 
upper bounds on the optimal objective function value of the primal problem. Computational experience is cited 
indicating computation time, number of dual iterations, and "tightness" of the bounds. 
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1. Introduction 
I. 1. Problem definition 
Consider the problem PRIMAL: 
maximise f(x) = ~ fi(x~) 
i= l  
subject o g(x) = ~ gi(xi) <~ bo, (1) 
i=1  
J 
xi~<b;, y=l  .... ,n, (2) 
i=1  
0~<xi~<biand integer ,  i=  1 . . . .  ,n,  (3) 
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where f. (gi) is a concave (convex) real-valued function defined on {0, ...,bi}, bi a nonnegative 
integer, i = 1, ... ,n, 0 ~< bl ~< -.. ~< b. and bo real. 
Variations on problem PRIMAL obtained by omitting either constraints (1) or (2) have received 
some attention in the literature. 
1.2. Omitting constraints (2) 
PRIMAL reduces to a nonlinear knapsack problem. The reader is referred to [2], and the 
references therein, for a summary of applications. Ref. [2] also provides a description and 
computational experience of a hybrid dynamic programming/branch-and-bound algorithm for 
nonlinear knapsack problems. The algorithm was shown to be highly effective ven with large 
problems involving arbitrary f and gi functions. 
1.3. Omitting constraint (1) 
(a) 0 < bl . . . . .  b. PRIMAL reduces to the well known distribution of effort problem. For f 
concave Frederickson and Johnson [6] provide an algorithm which runs in O(nlog(b./n)) 
time. 
(b) 0 ~< bl ~< ... ~< b, PRIMAL reduces to a form in which the nested constraints represent the 
cumulative bounding of the variables. Such a form can be used to model production planning 
problems [3, 10], and the management of a bank's bond portfolio [9]. Dyer and Walker [4] 
provide an algorithm which runs in O(n log(n)logZ(b,/n)) time. 
1.4. Incorporating constraints (1) and (2) 
Incorporating constraints (1) and (2) provides greater generality and applications include nested 
knapsack problems, examples of which are provided by Tamir [11] and Armstrong et al. [1]; 
distribution of effort and production planning problems where an additional resource constraint 
has to be considered. PRIMAL may itself be regarded as a relaxation of some larger combinatorial 
optimisation problem in which constraint (1) represents a surrogate constraint, see for example, 
[5]. In this paper an algorithm is presented for solving the Lagrangean dual of problem PRIMAL. 
The dual solution provides a feasible primal solution (if it exists) and associated lower and upper 
bounds on the optimal objective function value of the primal problem. The algorithm embeds one 
Lagrangean relaxation within another and has a "simple and elegant" structure which is easy to 
code. Computational experience is cited indicating computation time, number of dual iterations, 
and "tightness" of the bounds. Obtaining tight bounds in reasonable amounts of computing time is 
of prime importance in the development of efficient branch-and-bound based algorithms for 
combinatorial optimisation problems and also in problems where a "good" feasible solution is 
sufficient. The computational experience reported in this paper clearly demonstrates such a pat- 
tern. 
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2. Lagrangean relaxation 
2.1. Dual algorithm 
To avoid a lengthy review of Lagrangean relaxation the reader is referred to [7]. For a given 
multiplier y >/0 one possible relaxation of PRIMAL may be written as RELAX(y): 
h(y) = maximum{f (x) - y[y(x) - bo]: subject o (2) and (3)}. 
h(y) provides an upper bound on the optimal objective function value of PRIMAL (as is 
conventional h(y) = - .~ if PRIMAL is infeasible). The minimum such upper bound is determined 
by solving the Lagrangean dual DUAL: 
h(y °) = minimum{h(y): subject o y/> 0}. 
The following procedure for solving DUAL is a simple modification to that proposed by Green- 
berg I-8] ("tangential pproximation") for one-dimensional generalised Lagrange multiplier prob- 
lems. A proof of convergence to the optimal dual solution for such procedures i  given by Shapiro 
[7]. On exit from the procedure the following elements are available: yO the optimal dual multiplier, 
x ° an associated optimal solution of RELAX(y°), fo the value f(x°), 9 o the value 9(x°), and h ° the 
value h(y°). If PRIMAL is feasible then x ° represents a feasible solution with 9 o ~< bo and fo, h o 
provide lower and upper bounds on the optimal objective function value of PRIMAL. 
procedure dual(n, f g, b, yO, xO, fo, gO, h o) 
begin 
yO .__ LARGE 
X prey ¢--" 0 
call relax(n, f, 9, b, yO, xprev, 0, xO, f °, 9 °, h °) 
if 9 ° >1 bo then "PRIMAL infeasible or x ° trivially optimal." 
stop 
endif 
y. -O 
call relax(n,f, 9, b, y, xPr% O, xY, f y, 9Y, h y) 
if ,¢' ~< bo then "x y trivially optimal." 
{yo, xO, fo, go, h o } .__ {y, x y, fr, 9', hY} 
stop 
endif 
t~O 
while h y >fo  _ y[ ,qO _ bo] do 
if 9 y > bo then 
{f l ,  gl} ~ {f,, g,,} 
else 
{x o, fo, 90} ~ {x",fL ,q"} 
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endif 
y *-- ( f '  - f ° ) / (9 '  - 9 °) 
X prey ~ X 0 
t * - - t+ l  
call relax(n, f g, b, y, x pr¢~, t, xY,f y, gY, h r) 
endwhile 
{yO, h o } ,__ {y, h y} "Optimal DUAL solution." 
if g~' = b0 then "Optimal PR IMAL solution." 
x0 f0 h o ~yO,. ,~,,qO, },._{y, xY, f r ,  gY, h y} 
endif 
end dual 
Central to the procedure dual is the procedure relax for solving RELAX(y) for a given y. The 
procedure relax for solving RELAX(y) is based on a further Lagrangean relaxation formed by 
multiplying each constraint (2) by a nonnegative multiplier and appending to the objective 
function. The correctness of the procedure is derived in Section 2.4. On exit the following elements 
are available: x ~' an associated optimal solution of RELAX(y), f  y the value f(x~), 9 y the value 9(xr), 
and h ~' the value h(y). 
2.2. Initialisation heuristic 
In order to guarantee that relax will determine the optimal solution to RELAX(y), x y, 
it is necessary to initialise relax with a feasible vector x pr~v such that x pr~v ~< x r. Clearly x pr~ = {0} 
would suffice. However, with the application of relax within dual it is found that as 
the dual iterations increase the feasible solution resulting from the ( t -  1)th iteration, 
x°( t -  1), is "closer" to the xY(t ) than the null vector and xY( t ) -x° ( t -  1)--,{0}. Therefore 
initialising relax at the tth dual iteration to x°(t - 1) should result in quicker termination. In 
computational testing the initialisation [_x°(t - 1). t/(t + 1)J always provided the correct xY(t). 
However, the more conservative initialisation indicated in relax was used. Computational experi- 
ence with the initialisation heuristic is described below and in all cases tested the initialisation 
heuristic determined the correct solution to RELAX(y). Clearly, in applications with character- 
istics different from the generated problems described below some preliminary testing may need to 
be performed. 
2.3. Relaxation algorithm 
The following procedure for solving RELAX(y) is essentially a "greedy" algorithm utilising 
marginal analysis. At each iteration the variable that has the largest increment in objective function 
value and also retains feasibility in the nested constraint set (2) is increased by 1. In order to 
efficiently maintain a record of variables which can be increased by 1 and yet retain feasibility in (2) 
the parameter i s is used to denote the largest index in (2) for which the "slack" is zero. That is, only 
variables x; with i > i s can be increased by 1 and retain feasibility. 
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procedure relax(n, f, g, b, y, x pre~, t, x ~', fY, g~', h y) 
"In all heap operations the keys are given by Apdx~' + 1) = A.~(x~' + 1) - )'Ag;(x~ + 1) (where 
A denotes the backward difference operator) with associated indices 1 4 i ~< n. In the case of a tie in 
comparing keys the key with the least index is placed on 'top'." 
begin 
x~' *-- maxim um {0, I x pr~'. t / ( t  + 1) J - 10)/, i = 1 . . . . .  n "Initialisation heuristic." 
i 
Y i=1 . . . . .  n si',---b i -- ~ X j ,  
j=l  
call fo rmmaxheapCForm the keys Api(x~' + 1), i = 1, ... ,n, into a maxheap.") 
? *-- 0 "Largest index i for which the slack si = 0." 
while i s =~ n do 
L1 call topofheapCLet k denote the index of the key at the top of the heap.") 
if Apdx[  + 1) ~< 0 then 
L2 i ' ~ n 
L3 else if k > P then " ~' x k + 1 is feasible." 
x~x~+ 1 
for m *-- k to n do 
Sm +-  Sm -- 1 
if s,. = 0 and m > i ~ then 
i s *-- m 
endif 
end for 
call updateheapCUpdate k y of index k to Apk(x[  + 1) and adjust maxheap 
accordingly.") 
else if k = n then 
is ,--n 
else 
L4 call modifyheapCModify maxheap by deleting all keys with index ~< k.") 
endif 
endwhile 
{f: ,  ,q:l ~ { f(xY), g(x")} 
h" ~ f:" - y[g" - bo] 
end relax 
2.4. Correctness o f  relax 
Sufficiently condit ions are developed under which an optimal solution to a Lagrangean relax- 
ation of RELAX(),) also provides an optimal solution to RELAX(y). Note should be made of the 
remarks made above regarding the initialisation heuristic. That is, it is assumed that an initial 
x p'ev <~ x ~" is available. Clearly, x p'ev = {0} would suffice. For notational convenience the super- 
script y is omitted. 
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prey , . . .  For a given y >/0 let pi(xj) = J~ (x~) - yg~(x~), xj <~ xj <~ b j, j = 1, , n. Since J~ (g~) is concave 
(convex) and y 1> 0 pj is concave. For given multipliers uj./> 0, j = 1 . . . . .  n, consider the Lagrangean 
relaxation of RELAX(y): 
Maximise{~,p j (x j ) -  ~ ,u~[~,x i -b~l : sub jec t tox~. rev<~x~<~bjand in teger ,  
j= l  /=1  i=1 
j = 1,. . . ,n}. 
The maximisation decomposes into n separate problems (Pi): 
maximise p~(x~) - uixi: subject o _.~ ~< x~ ~< b~ and integer . 
i= j  
It is easily demonstrated, see for example, Fisher [71, that if the u~; x~, j = 1 .... , n, are such that 
and 
uj >/0, (4) 
xi solves (P g), (5) 
J 
x, ~ b j, (6) 
i=1  
u~[ ~" xi - b i l  = (7) 
then xj is optimal in RELAX(y). The sufficiency conditions can be rewritten in a more convenient 
form. Let vn = u, and v~ = uj + v~+ 1, j = 1,..., n - 1. 
The requirement (4) that the multipliers u~, j = 1 . . . .  ,n ,  be non-negative is equivalent o the 
requirement that 
>v~/> ... />v,>10. (8) 
With the substitution of(v1 - vi_~) for u s, j = 1, . . . ,n - 1, and v, for un the problem (Pi) may be 
rewritten: 
prey maximise {Qj(vj, x~): subject o xj ~< x i ~< b i and integer}, 
where Q~(v~, xj) = p~(xj) - v~ xj. Since pj is concave so is Qi and the condition that x~ maximises Q~ 
is that AQj(vi, xj) >~ 0 and AQj(vj, xj + 1) ~< 0 where A is the backward difference operator with: 
~Qj(vj, xj) - Qj(vj, xj - 1), 
AQj(v~, X j) 
+ 00, 
Defining Api(xj) in a similar fashion: 
AQj(vj, xfl = Ap./(xj) - vj 
prey Xj > Xj , 
Xj = X~ rev. 
and AQj(vj, xj + 1) = Ap~(xj + 1) - v~. 
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The requirement (5) that x~ solve (Pj)  is then equivalent to the requirement that 
Apj (x j )  >1 vj >~ Ap j (x  i + 1), j = 1 , . . . ,n .  (9) 
The requirement (6) is simply that x be feasible in RELAX(y). 
With the substitution of (v~ - vj+ 1) for u~,j = 1 . . . .  , n - 1, and v, for u, the requirement (7) for 
complementary slackness is then equivalent to the requirement that 
(v i - v~+ l) xi - b~ = 0, 1) n X i -- b, = 0. (10) 
i=1  I._ i= 1 
To summarise, a solution x is optimal in RELAX(y) if it is feasible and there exists a vector v such 
that condit ions (8)-(10) are satisfied. 
Proposition 1. The procedure relax terminates with a solution x that is feasible in RELAX(y) and an 
implicit vector v satisfying conditions (8)-(10). 
Proof. To prove the proposit ion note the following: 
(a) Only feasible solutions are constructed and the procedure iterates i ~ and k the next variable 
for possible increase; i ~ is updated when some constraint m, k ~< m ~< n, is binding and termination 
occurs when either 
(i) m = n; or 
(ii) the values pi(xi) are non-increasing for further increases in xi. 
(b) Immediately before each execution of label L4 let i = i ~÷1 and vj = Ap~(xk + 1),j = i, . . . ,  k. 
Thus 
vl >~v2 >- ... >~vi=vi+~ . . . . .  Vk >lVk+l >~ "'" >~V,>I --oO. 
This follows from the fact that at label L1 the maximum key is non-increasing and pi is concave. If 
the procedure subsequently terminates with constraint n binding then v, > 0. If the procedure 
terminates with the values pl(x) non-increasing for x >~ x i , j  = i . . . .  , n, then immediately before the 
execution of lable L2 let i = i ~ + 1 and v~ = 0, j = i . . . .  , n. Thus 
UI ~ /32 ~ " ' "  ~ Ui = Ui+ 1 . . . . .  U n = O.  
Thus condit ion (8) is satisfied at termination. 
(c) Apj (x j )>~vj~Ap j (x j+ 1), j=?+l  . . . . .  k. 
The left-hand inequality follows from the fact that if 
= p,ev then by definition Api(xi) = + oo, or (i) x1 x~ 
prey implies that x~ has been increased to its current value at some earlier iteration (ii) xa > x j  
according to the criterion of label L1. 
The r ight-hand inequality follows directly from the execution of label L1 in determining k. 
Since ? is set initially to 0 and at termination k is set (implicitly) to n, condit ions (8) are satisfied 
for all j = 1 . . . . .  n. 
(d) Immediately before each execution of label L4 let i = i ~ + 1 and vj = Apk(Xk + 1),j = i , . . . ,  k, 
i.e. v,- = vi + 1 . . . . .  v~. Each constraint j, j = i, . . . ,  k - 1, is feasible and may be nonbinding, with 
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YJ= 1 x, ~< bj and (vi - vj-. 1 ) [~:  1 Xr - -  b~] = 0. It is known (from the test at label L3) that some 
constraint m, k ~ m ~< n, is binding. For a binding constraint m, with y,"= 1 x, = b,. then (v,. - v,._ 1) 
[Y,"= 1 xr - b,.] = 0 for m -¢ n and v,. [Y,r"-- i x, - b,.] = 0 for m = n. If the procedure terminates 
after the execution of label L2 let i=  i~+1 and v i =0,  j = i .... ,n. Thus (v j -v j+ l )  
[y~=.xr -b j ]=0 for j= i  . . . . .  n - i  and v , [Z , " , _ lx~-b , ]=0.  Thus conditions (10) are 
satisfied. 
3. Computational experience 
3.1. Generation of  test problems 
The algorithm described in this paper was implemented in ANSI-C on a Silicon Graphics 
workstation. In order to evaluate the quality of the bounds generated by the dual procedure a set of 
computational experiments was designed and conducted. All times reported are in seconds. Time 
for I/O and generation of random test data are not included. 
Nine groups of test problems were generated; each group using fixed values of the following data: 
n the number of variables and B the maximum difference in b; - hi- l, i = 2 . . . . .  n. Each group 
contained ten problems generated in the following manner (U [c, d] denotes the discrete uniform 
distribution between c and d). 
bl is randomly drawn from U[B, 2B] and bi from U[bi-z,  bi-.l + B], i=  2, . . . ,n.  Note that 
B ~< b; ~< (i + I)B, 1 ~< i ~< n, and the expected value of b~ is (i + 2)B/2. 
F~, the number of linear segments defining thef. function, is drawn randomly from U [1, b;]; the 
slope for segment 1 from U[nB/2, 3nB/2] and the slope for segment m from U [slope,,_ l, 
slope,._ i - 4], m = 2 . . . . .  F~; i = 1 . . . . .  n. With this method of generating sloper there is a possibili- 
ty of generating negative slopes for the larger values of m and i. However, the problems generated 
were checked to ensure that this did not occur and the method does ensure that the initial slopes 
are not unreasonably arge. 
G~ the number of linear segments defining the 9/function is drawn randomly from U [1, b~]; the 
slope for segment 1 from U [ 1, 4] and the slope for segment m from U [slope,._ i, slope,._ 1 + 4], 
m = 2 . . . . .  Gi; i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Finally, in order to avoid infeasibility or trivial optimality, bo = (9 ° + 9Y)/2 where yo and y~', 
y = 0, are as generated in dual. 
The quality of the bounds is measured by 100[h ° _ fo ] / fo  which represents an upper bound on 
the percentage deviation of the optimal objective function value from that of fo. The effectiveness 
of any bounding procedure is also related to the effort needed to compute it. Table 1 makes an 
attempt o capture both these aspects. Table 1 contains five rows for each group of problems. The 
first/second (third/fourth) row reports the minimum, mean and maximum of the computation 
time/number of dual iterations when not using (using) the initialisation heuristic. The number of 
dual iterations required is of importance in instances of PRIMAL when constraint (1) represents 
a "soft goal'" constraint (in this case the iterations could be stopped as soon as a specified tolerance 
has been achieved) or a second criterion (and the value of bo is implicitly defined by a decision 
maker's value function; the comparison of yr and bo within dual is then replaced by interactive 
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questioning of the decision maker's preferences as outlined in [12]. The fifth row reports the 
minimum, mean and maximum of the relative gap. It can be seen that in all cases high quality 
feasible solutions were found very quickly. The bounds generally improve as the number of 
variables and/or the range of the uniform distribution from which the b; were drawn increase. The 
number of dual iterations i small and seems insensitive to changes in both the number of variables and 
the range of the uniform distribution from which the bi were drawn. The initialisation heuristic provides 
a significant reduction in solution time. However, for those problems where constraint (1) represents 
a "soft goal" or second criterion the number of dual iterations is significantly higher when the 
initialisation heuristic is used. For such problems it is recommended that no such heuristic be used. 
Note that the problems generated are fairly large and if formulated as 0-1 integer programming 
problems with a multiple-choice onstraint representing the b; + 1 alternative values of the integer 
variable xi the number of 0-1 variables required for the "average" problem generated is given by 
~= 1 {(i + 2)B/2 + I = (n 2 + 5n)B /4  + n. Thus, for n = 128 and B = 256 the expected number of 
0-1 variables is 1 089664. 
4. Conclusions 
In all cases high quality feasible solutions were found very quickly. In conclusion the procedure 
dual seems to be an efficient ool for solving problems of the type described in the paper. Further, it 
is self-contained and coded in widely supported ANSI-C. 
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